
PARTED TUBING PREVENTING ACCESS TO LOWER COMPLETION

The second client required a conduit to bridge across 
parted tubing situated immediately below the tubing 
hanger. This operation was slightly more complex due 
to the downhole safety valve being inoperable from 
the surface meaning the flapper was closed. We 
designed a customised hold open sleeve that was 
capable of safely crossing the tubing break and 
locking into the downhole safety valve landing nipple 
profile. The Snake was then deployed to straddle 
across the tubing break and the nose-cone recovered. 
Intervention work was then completed, accessing the 
lower completion through the Oilenco Snake. The 
conduit was later retrieved while the hold-open 
sleeve remained in the well to simplify future pipe 
recovery rig operations.

REMOVABLE NOSE-CONE TO OVERCOME MISALIGNMENT

CONDUIT ACROSS PARTED TUBING

Oilenco recently, successfully completed two separate well intervention operations for clients with 
parted production tubing that were causing access issues for intervention operations. 

The first operation was for a client with a tubing break below the subsurface 
safety valve. On a subsequent operation, Oilenco supported another client with a 
tubing break located just below the tubing hanger.

Oilenco provided our own Intervention Snake for both clients, however there was 
some key differences in design features to suit the individual completions. 

The Oilenco Intervention Snake was developed to overcome parted tubing, 
providing a semi-flexible conduit that allows safe access across the breaks in 
production tubing. To overcome misalignment in parted tubing the Snake has a 
removable nose-cone to guide the snake into the lower tubing break.

The first client required the tubing conduit to be postioned across a tubing break situated below the 
subsurface safety valve. The Snake was configured to locate the landing nipple profile within the safety 
valve and be of sufficient length to enter the lower tubing break, some 40ft below. A special ‘no-go’ 
ring was fitted to ensure the Snake would land at the precise position to set securely. The nose-cone 
guided the conduit into position across the gap in the tubing then was subsequently recovered allowing 
further intervention runs to be completed easily and safely, through the Snake tool.
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